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CARtogr aphy: Cr eating a Global Map-Based Fuel Use Calculator
Abstr act
The goal of this work was to create a web tool that offers accurate predictions of fuel
consumption based on driving directions. The objective is to promote vjg"cfqrvkqp"qh"ÒhwgnsippipiÓ"xgjkengu"cpf"ect-sharing programs by providing drivers with a more accurate
representation of the trade-off between vehicle selection and use and on-road fuel economy. To
implement this tool, the MATLAB environment was employed in various capacities. The
System Identification Toolbox was used to fit output data generated from the powertrain
ukowncvkqp"uqhvyctg"ETWKUGª"kpvq"oqfgnu"vjcv"eqwnf"dg"eqorkngf"kp"vjg"Ukownkpm"Tgcn-Time
Workshop and called from the JavaScript web interface. MATLAB was also used to parse and
correlate the extremely large data set in the driving cycle generating script. And, last but not
least, it provided the consistent working environment between the teams working on opposite
sides of the earth but speaking the same (programming) language. The common platform
cnnqygf"vjgo"vq"ngctp"htqo"gcej"qvjgt"cpf"dwknf"qp"gcej"qvjgtÓu"uvtgpivju"yjkng"dtkfikpi"vjg"icr"
where experience was lacking. The opportunity for education extends beyond the developers and
driving public, but into the classroom as well.
Intr oduction
Poor air quality in urban areas caused by vehicle emissions has a significant negative impact on
human health, and the use of fossil fuels in the transportation sector releases vast quantities of
greenhouse gasses. To help address these global concerns, we need to adopt smaller, more
efficient commuter vehicles, as well as implement changes in driver behavior through the use of
car-sharing programs, trip-chaining, and less aggressive driving. Changing these behaviors will
require increased public education and awareness about real-world fuel use. Toward this end,
graduate students from institutions in the US, Canada, and Switzerland have been collaborating
over the last 6 months on a novel method to predict fuel consumption using MATLAB/Simulink
and online map directions called CARtography. The CARtography fuel consumption calculator
is an online tool that estimates fuel use for a specific vehicle, driver, and route. Instead of relying
on EPA or other regulatory fuel economy estimates, CARtography is based simulation results
using route- and driver-specific drive cycles. The algorithm is being developed leveraging the
strengths of the various groups sharing ideas about vehicle simulation (PSI), driver behaviour
(MIT), and web interface (U of W).
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CARtography promotes engineering education through international collaboration and
knowledge sharing, excellence in automotive energy research, the technological education of
consumers and drivers, and real-world engineering lessons for 6-12 students. The university
students involved in the process have benefited from their participating in an international
collaboration surrounding automotive transportation issues. The communication and sharing of
ideas and results across countries helps coordinate global efforts to understand and address our
automotive energy use and emissions and share knowledge and skills across continents. In
addition, CARtography allows consumers access to a more reliable fuel consumption estimate
than is simply available by multiplying EPA fuel economy by distance traveled. This

information is invaluable for consumers making transportation and vehicle choices. In addition,
CARtography also provides a valuable resource for 6-12 science and technology education. It
can be used in the classroom to demonstrate the complexity of engineering systems and to run
thought-provoking experiments comparing travel routes, driver behaviors, and vehicles. This
paper describes the need for a web-based fuel use calculator, the factors affecting on-road fuel
economy, the technical details of CARtography design and operation, and the educational value
of the tool.
Need for CARtogr aphy Tool
Reducing our personal transportation energy use and emissions is a global challenge and is made
more difficult by the lack of generally available information and public awareness. A recent
study at MIT analyzed what it would take to double new vehicle fuel economy in the U.S. by
2035. Cheah et al found that while it is technically feasible, doing so will require significant
changes to the automotive market and industry. Estimated production costs are up to 20% higher
for vehicles that double fuel economy while maintaining vjg"rgthqtocpeg"qh"vqfc{Óu"hnggv"cv"
potentially smaller size[1]. Without a corresponding consumer demand for more fuel-efficient
vehicles, such dramatic cost and investment increases do not seem feasible.
For the last 30 years, overall vehicle efficiency has increased steadily each year. Most of those
efficiency increases, however, have been applied toward vehicle performance (more power for
acceleration) [2]. Average U.S. vehicle fuel economy has remained relatively flat. In addition,
although individual vehicle fuel economy has increased during that time, most potential fuel
savings have been lost because the tendency has been to purchase a bigger, more powerful car,
and to drive it further. This is due in large part to a lack of public awareness.
Few drivers are aware of their actual on-road fuel use. And, if they are, fewer still are aware of
how their individual driving choices affect that consumption. Turrentine and Kurani interviewed
57 households from nine different lifestyle categories. None of the surveyed households
systematically tracked their gasoline use or costs. Their conclusions were that because of this
lack of information and awareness, consumers generally do not make economically rational
choices about vehicle purchase and use [3].
Significantly reducing automotive fuel use and emissions will require a dramatic shift in the way
the automobile is produced, purchased, and used. It will require new, more efficient vehicle
technologies, shifts in vehicle choice and travel demand, and education in efficient driver
behaviors [1]. Coordinated international efforts are needed to research automotive energy use and
promote better public understanding of these issues.
The CARtogr aphy Website
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There is significant need for a web-based fuel use calculator to encourage excellence in
automotive energy research, promote international corroboration, and increase the technical
knowledge of society. The best web-tools today are the ones that provide a service that gets
better with each use. Wikipedia, Slashdot, Google Maps and YouTube are examples of user
communities which encourage members to actively improve their utility. CARtography will
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Figur e 1: a) conceptual front page of CARtography website; b) inputs; c) simulation results
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The following section discusses the factors affecting on-road fuel use, focusing in detail on
driving mode and driver aggression.
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that the individual factors with the greatest increase in fuel use were 1) very high power demand
or acceleration and 2) occurrence and duration of stops [5].
Driving Mode
The driving mode refers to the type of driving scenario encountered (urban, rural, highway). The
driving mode combined with the amount of traffic and congestion has a significant affect on fuel
use by changing drive cycle speed and acceleration, consistency of vehicle speed, and frequency
idling and stops significantly. These various driving modes can be represented by vastly different
driving cycles for the same trip.
As part of the European Assessment and reliability of transport emission models and inventory
systems (ARTEMIS) project, driving data from 77 vehicles over 10,300 trips, 88,000 kilometers,
and 2200 hours across four European countries (UK, France, Greece, and Germany) was used to
identify 12 separate modes of travel including urban, secondary road, main road, and motorway
driving at various levels of steady, unsteady, congested, and free flowing traffic [6]. As shown in
Figure 3, these various driving modes are characterized by different speed and accelerations. For
the first CARtography implementation, only 4 driving modes will be considered.
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Figur e 3: Average speed and positive acceleration of various driving modes determined by
ARTEMIS along with the standard EPA and ECE regulatory test cycles.
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Driver Aggression
Driver aggression influences both average vehicle speed and acceleration and deceleration levels.
It can have a significant impact on on-road fuel use. Even within the same driving mode and
under similar traffic and vehicle speeds, aggressive driving has been seen to increase fuel use by
as much as 40% in the city [7]. Conversely, some drivers have been known to achieve on-road
fuel economy values as much as 60% higher than EPA labels by not using brakes, accelerating
very gradually, never driving above 88 kph, manually turning the engine on and off at stops, and
eliminating accessory and air conditioning use. Knqy"cu"Ðj{rgtokngtu.Ñ"vjgug"ftkxgtu"rwuj"igpvng"
driving to the extreme [9]. Hypermilers on the CleanMPG.com online community have logged
fuel economy values as high as 2.4 L/100km for the Honda Insight hybrid, close to 3.35
L/100km for a 1992 Honda Civic, and 5.3 L/100km for a 2007 Ford Focus [10].
A similar, yet less extreme form of non-ciitguukxg"ftkxkpi"ku"ÐGeqFtkxkpi0Ñ"GeqFtkxkpi"jcu"
been shown to cut fuel use by about 10 to 15% without having to drive more slowly. These
techniques include upshifting to avoid engine speeds over 2,500 rpm, maintaining steady vehicle
speed, anticipating traffic, accelerating and decelerating smoothly, and avoiding long idles.
Many European countries have begun to promote EcoDriving through PR campaigns, driver
classes, and workshops. Quality Alliance Eco-Drive, a Swiss EcoDriving Training Company,
reports average fuel savings of 11.7% [8]. Driving simulators and on line course and training
modules are also gaining popularity. Ford recently added an EcoDriving module to its Driving
Skills for Life website (www.drivingskillsforlife.com). The following sections present the
technical data collection, analysis, and design to create the CARtography web-site and its uses as
an educational tool for university students and the public and 6-12 students.
CARtogr aphy Cr eation
Extensive data collection and processing supports the development and validation of the
CARtography website algorithms. Specific algorithms build a drive profile and vehicle model
before performing a simulation to estimate fuel use. The following sections of this paper focus
on each of these steps: data collection and processing, profile generation, and vehicle modeling.
The structure of the website can be seen in the diagram shown in Figure 4. The outputs to the
user are still under development, and the driving cycle will likely also be depicted on the website
as an output. The front page will request users to find their specific vehicle, which will then be
binned into one of roughly 50 models because there are a prohibitive large number of vehicle
types that would require simulation for a rigorous approach.
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Vjku"fcvc"nqiikpi"fgxkeg"rnwiu"fktgevn{"kpvq"vjg"xgjkengÓu"QDFKK"rqtv."cpf"nqiu"vjg"rctcogvgtu"
listed in Table 1 at 5 second intervals, except for the vehicle speed, which is logged every
second. A shortcoming of the logger is that only four parameters may be logged in addition to
vehicle speed, which restricts the accuracy of fuel consumption calculation [12].
Table 1: Data available to be logged by the CarChip
Data
Vehicle Speed
Timing Advance
Engine Speed
Fuel Pressure
Throttle Position
Fuel System Status
Coolant Temperature
Short Term Fuel Trim (B1)
Engine Load
Short Term Fuel Trim (B2)
Intake Manifold Pressure
Long Term Fuel Trim (B1)
Air Flow Rate
Long Term Fuel Trim (B2)
Intake Air Temperature
Battery Voltage

O2 Sensor Voltage (B1, S1)
O2 Sensor Voltage (B1, S2)
O2 Sensor Voltage (B1, S3)
O2 Sensor Voltage (B1, S4)
O2 Sensor Voltage (B2, S1)
O2 Sensor Voltage (B2, S2)
O2 Sensor Voltage (B2, S3)
O2 Sensor Voltage (B2, S4)

A sample of 30 vehicles was chosen from the vehicle pool parked at several lots on the Paul
Scherrer Institute campus. The vehicles were selected for their age, status as a commuter
vehicle, and to ensure a representative selection of weights, sizes, and classes. Seven colleagues
responded to the call for participation resulting in the test fleet shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Paul Scherrer Institute commuter test fleet
ID
Vehicle
I Î 001
2007 Jetta TDi
I Î 002
2007 VW Lupo
I Î 003
2004 Toyota Yaris WT-i
I Î 004
2001 Volvo XC70
I Î 005
2001 Renault Clio
I Î 006
2005 BMW X5
I Î 007
2003 Toyota RAV 4

Tr ip
Baden - PSI
Endingen - PSI
Veltheim - PSI
Mellingen - PSI
Dogern (DE) -PSI
Klingnau-PSI
Zofingen-PSI

A sample route is shown along with Google Map directions in Figure 7. In the figure, the road
types and most recent direction followed are identified, as well as the calculated total distance
driven. This allows patterns to be identified manually between the map and corresponding
velocity events that then lead to rules embedded in the driving cycle generator. Two postprocessing methods will be presented that are even more effective for producing rules.
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Figur e 7: Sample trip: Veltheim to PSI
In order to rapidly and effectively analyze the driving velocity data collected from the data
collected, pre- and post-processing algorithms were written in MATLAB. All available
information about road features and types identified by Google Maps shown in Table 3 is used to
etgcvg"c"Òdcug"rtqhkngÓ"hqt"gceh driving route recorded.
Table 3: Deterministic and random inputs to the driving cycle generator
Google Maps Infor mation
Road Featur es Consider ed
turn right
keep right
Normal
Hill
turn left
keep left
Speed limit increase
Toll
continue
at take
Speed limit decrease
Curve
take the ramp
at stay
Stop sign
Yield
take the exit
go through
Stop light (red)
perturbation
merge
slight right
Heavy traffic a (stop)
head
slight left
Heavy traffic b (go)
The pre-processor accepts an intuitive encoding of the driving directions and distances between
waypoints as well as the known vehicle velocity. The algorithm parses the directions, distances,
and road types, and distributes them graphically with calculated distance traveled (for
comparison) on a single axis. An example of a parsed trip is shown in Figure 8. Road features
which are not explicit from the driving directions are approximated probabilistically according to
several studies [13]. These probabilistic velocity perturbations include features such as traffic,
traffic signals, yield and stop signs, etc.
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Figur e 8: MATLAB CARtography pre-processing algorithm. Top: velocity profile. Bottom:
distance traveled, road type, directions
To simplify the task of creating velocity rules according to driving directions from the collected
data, the MATLAB post-processor plots both the original and algorithm-generated driving cycles
on the same axis, and performs two types of signal processing on them. The first type of postprocessing is shown in Figure 9. Trip velocity is plotted, and a different color is used at a road
event such as a turn, or road type change which makes it easy to compare with expected
behavior. The change points for the trip can be seen in the lower pane of Figure 8.
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Figur e 9: MATLAB post processor plots velocity colored differently at road events

The second post-processor uses the tubular-difference method to identify sections where the
profile generator has correctly (or incorrectly) matched velocity to a given map event [14]. A
representative example of this post-processor output can be seen in Figures 10 and 11. The postrtqeguuqt"tgoqxgu"cnn"igpgtcvgf"xgnqekvkgu"vjcv"fq"pqv"hcnn"ykvjkp"vjg"ÒvwdgÓ with a pre-defined
width. This allows sections where the profile generator properly handles a road event to be
clearly identified, and provides an effective way to quickly evaluate the quality of a generated
profile. Velocity deviations are flagged not only for deviating in magnitude, but also for
occurring too early or too late, which will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

Figur e 10: ÒTwdgÓ"of acceptable deviation between measured and generated profiles
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Figur e 11: Results from tubular difference analysis velocity points inside tube remain
Profile Generation
Based on the results of data processing, the algorithm generates a number of profiles with
fkhhgtgpv"tcpfqo"pwodgt"uggfu."cpf"vjgp"cpcn{¦gu"cpf"tcpmu"vjg"ugv"ceeqtfkpi"vq"vjg"ÒiqqfpguuÓ"
features outlined in Table 4. This is a modified Monte-Carlo method, which is a way of handling
vjg"hcev"vjcv"oggvkpi"c"uvqr"ukip"qp"c"vtkr"ecpÓv"ukorn{"dg"ukowncvgf"d{"ftkxkpi"cv"+"qh"vjg"urggf"
through the intersection. With this method, the greater the number of profiles, the better the fit to
vjg"ÒiqqfpguuÓ"hgcvwtgu0""Vjku"number must also be reconciled with the computation time that is
tolerated by the average user of a web tool (often very small!).
Table 4: ÒGoodnessÓ of profile measures
'Goodness' cr iter ia
Measur e
Compar e with
Distance travelled
Google Maps distance
Acceleration/deceleration Average recorded values
'flat' velocity
Maximum recorded values
Repetition
Recorded values
Idle time
Study values

Pass cr iter ia
<0.2 km difference
Acc/dec < ave. data
Flat time < max. data
< max data similar
< max literature value
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In order to accurately calculate fuel consumption over a route, it is important that the driving
cycle simulate vehicle acceleration and reach top speed in a realistic way. The timing of these
events, however, does not make a large difference in vehicle fuel consumption, except for
directly after cold-start, during the warm up period. To address the cold-start and warm-up
deviation between simulated and actual fuel consumption, user feedback will be drawn upon to
generate scaling factors similar to those used by the EPA in their standard dynamometer test

procedures [15]. The assumption that the timing of driving events has a minimal impact on
overall fuel consumption simplifies the algorithm and reduces computation time. The next
section describes the vehicle modeling system used and a justification for making this
assumption.
Vehicle models
In the first implementation of CARtography vjg"rqygtvtckp"ukowncvkqp"uqhvyctg"ETWKUGª"ku"
used to ÒftkxgÓ"a particular vehicle along the route specified and to calculate the fuel
consumption. Vjg"ETWKUGª software was developed by AVL, and had been extensively used
cpf"tghkpgf"d{"inqdcn"QGOÓu"kp"vjgkt"xgjkeng"fgukip"cpf"eqpvtqn"fgxgnqrogpv0""Gxtensive
validation has been performed by various research groups and agreement between simulation and
measurement within 5% has been reported [16].
To ensure that the timing of velocity changes and top speeds in a profile does not significantly
impact overall fuel consumption of the vehicle models (except when the events occur during
engine warm-up), a vehicle driving several permutations of a driving cycle was simulated in
ETWKUGª0"The test vehicle used was a front wheel drive 2.5 L gasoline sedan with an automatic
transmission. The offset velocity profiles are shown in the panes of Figure 12, and the
corresponding fuel consumption is superimposed on each cycle for both a hot and cold start
scenario.

Figur e 12: Identical driving cycle offset by a specific number of seconds
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The fuel consumption varies by less than 0.001 L/100 km for the hot-start transient case, and by
less than 0.3 L/100 km for the cold-start case. This result instills confidence that shifting

xgnqekv{"vtcegu"vgorqtcnn{"*gurgekcnn{"kh"vjg{"fqpÓv"hcnn"kp"vjg"gpikpg"ycto-up period) will have
little effect on the overall fuel consumption estimation. Put differently, if you have a route with
12 lights, and stop at 6 of them, it doespÓv"ocmg"c"ukipkhkecpv"fkhhgtgpeg"kp"vjg"qxgtcnn"hwgn"
consumption calculated which of the six are red.
Next Steps
There are several areas of work remaining before the beta launch which is scheduled for lateApril 2008.
Profile Generation Improvements Î The algorithm must be expanded in order to reduce the
required computation time through the parameterization of vehicle models and the streamlining
of driving cycle generation. Statistical binning methods which are often employed for
dynamometer cycle development are being considered to generate the map-based driving cycle
[18]
. The existing dataset need to be analyzed more thoroughly to ensure that all useful
information about the relationship between map direction and vehicle velocity has been
extracted. Concurrently, ongoing data collection with the CarChip data recorder in Italy,
Germany, France, and North America is scheduled in order to screen for potential geographic
driving effects. The effects of elevation change, weather, and traffic on fuel consumption need
to be considered in the algorithm. The treatment of elevation change, in particular, should
improve the accuracy of the consumption prediction significantly over standard driving cycle
calculation. Appropriate ranges of driver acceleration, deceleration, and speed must be
determined for a range of driving styles (aggressive, gentle, average, etc). Once these values are
fgvgtokpgf."kphqtocvkqp"cdqwv"vjg"ftkxgtÓu"urgekhke"aggression level will be included in the
profile generation algorithm to give even more accurate results.
Vehicle Model Improvements Î In order to reduce computing time (for the impatient web user),
CARtography will eventually use a parameterization of full vehicle models for fuel economy and
pgthqtocpeg"rtgfkevkqp"wukpi"OCVNCDÓu"U{uvgo"Kfgpvkhkecvkqp"Vqqndqz"*UKV+0"Vjku"tgswktgu"
analyzing a series of vehicle models for each class (compact, sedan, luxury, etc) of vehicle and
creating lumped-parameter models which can be executed more rapidly. Figure 13 shows the
performance of a non-linear ARX model and its ability to simulate instantaneous fuel
consumption at different velocity points appropriately. The model deviates in several places, and
will therefore require refinement.
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Figur e 13: Sample parameterized model of fuel consumption according to vehicle velocity
User Interface Improvements Î Before the beta launch, it is important that a system of log-in and
contribution be in place so that data can be collected from the beginning of the service
availability. The present focus is on creating a method by which a user may enter trips, as well
as arbitrary driving cycles (useful in the physics classroom setting). After the user has entered a
trip, the actual fuel use can be entered at a later date for on or a series of trips with the hope that
every time a user fills their tank, the volume information is added to the website. Before the beta
launch, the exact feedback methodology must also be determined to ensure that entered data is
used effectively to improve service.
Educational Value of CARtogr aphy
The CARtography website has many uses as an educational tool, for both the university students
involved in creating the site and its many potential users among both the general public and 6-12
students.
CARtography Creators Experience
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The efforts to create the CARtography website have and will continue to promote professional
interaction, communication, and collaboration between university students in Switzerland, the
U.S., and Canada. Although techniques, research methods, and areas of expertise vary; through
regular discussion and sharing of ideas and findings, the members of the CARtography team
have and will continue to learn from each other. This level of community and international
corroboration supports all three research projects:
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